
What is believed to be the strongest field in a Victorian hickory event outside the 2018 Australian 

Hickory Championship at Royal Melbourne assembled at Maldon on July 28 for the fourth annual 

Walter Travis Trophy. The 17 participants were greeted with a clear brisk winter’s day, and with an 

average handicap of 5.5 and a number of players wielding newly restored sets, scoring was expected 

to be hot.  

 

 

Displaying a rich vein of form coming into the event, local scratch marker Tony Woolley enjoyed 

early favouritism, but a 77 left him in a tie for 5th, alongside Maldon Club Captain (and current holder 

of the GSA Don Lawrence Trophy) Simon Sheedy and Shane Gurnett from the Port Fairy Golf Club 

(combined handicap for this trio of one!). 



 

Figure 1: Shane Gurnett playing to the famous par three 4th hole. 

The 2017 Walter Travis winner Richard Macafee played solidly to finish second, with a 74. Richard 

was to be denied a second title however, being narrowly edged out by Mango Maguire with an 

exceptional round of 73, in the process setting a new tournament record and joining Pete Shaw, 

Richard Macafee and Luke Eipper on the trophy. 



 

Figure 2: 2019 champion Mango Maguire with the trophy. Tony Woolley on his left and Simon Sheedy to his right. 

 

In the net event, applying the recently adopted hickory handicapping methodology, Justin Ryan 

came out in front, with a net 66. Runner up was another local, Chris Walker with a net 70. It was 

unsurprising to see Chris feature amongst the winners, being, along with Tony Woolley, a member of 

the local Tatt family golfing dynasty. 



 

Figure 3: Richard Macafee playing to the 5th green, with Mt Tarrengower in the background. 

Amongst the day’s highlights was Tim Maxwell being utterly resplendent stepping out in his new 

Maxwell tartan plus fours. The post round catering was once again a highlight, and the club and 

sponsors were once more enthusiastic in their support. All this combined with a course that, being 

relatively short, fun and quirky, is perfect for hickory play, makes this an essential event on the 

hickory golfing calendar. 


